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Background:  Appropriate use criteria for myocardial perfusion imaging (MPI) were published in 2005 and revised in 2009. There is paucity of 
data regarding adherence to these guidelines in clinical practice. One academic medical center reported an inappropriate testing rate of 14% 
(n=284) in 2006. In 2010 a multicenter study (n=6,351) reported a 14.4% rate of inappropriate testing overall with a range of 4-22% between 
centers. Asymptomatic, low risk patients accounted for 44.5% of inappropriate testing. There is no published data on inappropriate testing stratified 
by practice type.
Methods:  We conducted a prospective analysis over a 3 month period of outpatient MPI studies to determine adherence to 2009 ACC/ASNC 
appropriateness criteria. Four empirically selected categories were studied - asymptomatic, post-revascularization, preoperative assessment, 
and evaluation of ischemic equivalent. Patients were excluded if study indication was not addressed in the appropriate use criteria (e.g., 
revascularization with both CABG & PCI); if the study was ordered by protocol (e.g., patients listed for transplant); or if adequate information was 
not available. Eligible patients completed a symptom questionnaire and medical records were reviewed to obtain required information. Studies were 
classified as appropriate, inappropriate or uncertain.
Results:  266 studies were eligible (out of 500 studies performed); 26.3% (n=70) of these were ordered by non-cardiology providers and 73.7% 
(n=196) by cardiologists. The overall rate of inappropriate testing was 19.9% with a much higher rate among non-cardiologists (44.8%) than 
cardiologists (10.9%). Of all inappropriate studies performed, 58% were ordered by non-cardiologists. Two indications accounted for 90.5% of all 
inappropriate testing - low risk individuals and preoperative testing in patients with good functional capacity (>=4 mets).
Conclusions:  Non-cardiologists have a higher rate of inappropriate use of myocardial perfusion imaging than cardiologists. Efforts to reduce 
inappropriate testing should focus on reducing imaging in low risk individuals and preoperative imaging in patients with good functional capacity.
